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AIM  

 

To set up the Customer Service module.  

PROCEDURE  

STAGE ONE: DEFINING WORK HOURS AND TRAVEL TIME  

DEFINING A WORK HOUR PART  

 

1. Enter the Part Catalogue form.  

2. Record a Part Number and Description. 

3. Click the Details tab.  

4. In the Family column, select the pre-defined part family for work hours. Note: To 

define additional work hour part families, use the Part Families form. Make sure to flag 

the Work Hours column.  

5. Click the Additional Details tab.  

6. Select R in the Type column.  

7. Remove the check mark from the Inv. Control column.  

8. Select the value "ea" in the Buy/Sell Unit and Factory Unit columns.  

9. Click the Prices & Costs tab.  

10. In the List Price column, record the price and currency of a single work hour.  

Note: To define different work hour prices for different customers, leave this column 

empty, and define the price in the various customer price lists.  

ASSIGNING A WORK HOUR TO AN EMPLOYEE  

 

1. Enter the Personnel File form and retrieve the desired employee.  

2. Enter the Company-Specific Information sub-level form.  

3. Click the Details tab.  

4. Specify the defined Work Hr. Part.  

Result: The assigned work hour part will serve as the default in any customer bills for labour 

performed by this employee (e.g., service calls). 

DEFINING THE COST OF TRAVEL TIME  

 

1. Enter the Part Catalogue For customers form and retrieve the part "Miles to Charge."  

Note: In the dual-currency package, the part is called “Kilometres to Charge.”  

2. Click the Prices & Costs tab.  

3. In the List Price column, record the price for travelling a single mile (or kilometre). 
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DEFINING DEFAULT TRAVEL COSTS PER CUSTOMER 

1. Enter the Financial Parameters for Customers form and retrieve the desired customer.  

2. Click the Charges tab.  

3. Fill in the Miles to Charge (dual-currency: Kms to Charge) and Travel Time to Charge 

columns.  

Note: For customers with multiple sites, you can define different values for each site in 

the Customer Sites sub-level of the Customers form. 

Result: Assuming you have reached an agreement with the customer as to the number of 

miles (or kilometres) and work hours the customer will be charged for each service call; 

Priority will use the details defined above whenever travel expenses are not covered by a 

part warranty or service contract. 

STAGE TWO: SERVICE TERMS AND WARRANTIES 

SERVICE TERMS 

Priority provides two pre-defined service terms: Full Payment and Project 

TO DEFINE ADDITIONAL SERVICE TERMS 

1. Enter the Service Terms form. 

2. On a new line, record a Code and Description of Terms. 

3. To link a part to the current service terms, specify the part in the Part No. for Invoice 

column. 

Result: The defined part will appear in invoices opened automatically for service 

contracts assigned these service terms. 

TO LINK PART FAMILIES TO SERVICE TERMS 

1. In the Service Terms form, move to the desired code. 

2. Enter the Conditions of Service Terms sub-level form and select each Family to which 

the current service terms apply. 

3. If the family is to be billed, flag the Billable column. Otherwise, select the appropriate 

Billing Exempt Type (see below). 

TO DEFINE WARRANTY TYPES 

1. Enter the Warranty Codes form. 

2. Record a Warranty Code and Description. 
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3. Specify the duration of the first warranty period in the First Period (Mos.) column, and 

the relevant Service Terms (Code). If necessary, define these values for a second 

warranty period. 

BILLING EXEMPTIONS 

When recording a service call, you can specify a billing exemption type that explains why a 

particular replacement part or work hour is not being billed. The system provides two pre-

defined exemption types: Manufact’r Warranty and Servicing Paymt. 

TO DEFINE BILLING EXEMPTIONS 

1. Enter the Types of Billing Exemptions form. 

2. On a new line, record the description of each Billing Exempt Type. 

STAGE THREE: INITIALIZING PARTS FOR SERVICE 

1. Enter the Service Parameters for Part and retrieve the desired part. 

2. If the part is serialised, flag the Maintain Serial Nos column. 

3. In the Warranty Code column, specify the type of warranty usually given for this part. 

4. In the Maximum Repair Price column, specify the maximum price the customer can 

be charged without explicit authorization. This value will serve as the default in all new 

service calls opened for this part. 

5. In order to base the price of a service contract on a percentage of the part’s unit 

price, specify the percentage in the Prorate Charge (%) column. 

6. If the part serves as a replacement part (e.g., a part covered by a manufacturer 

warranty or a very valuable part) and you are interested in monitoring its return to the 

company during the servicing process, flag the Replacement Part column. 

7. There are two options for defining service call response times for specific parts: 

a. You can determine the maximum period within which a service call for a 

part must be handled by defining a value in the Mandatory Rep. Time 

column. 

b. Alternatively, you can define a cutoff point to determine the response 

time according to the time the call was placed. To do so, record an hour 

in the Cutoff Response Hour column. In this case, if a call was placed 

before the cutoff time, the customer will receive same-day service. 

Otherwise, service will be provided by the end of the following work day. 

Consequently, the Agreed Start Date will be moved forward one day and 

the Mandatory Resp Time will be calculated accordingly. 

Note: you can record these definitions for a serialised part in the 

Catalogue of Parts w/Serial Nos form. In this case, definitions recorded for 

the serial number will override definitions recorded for the part. 
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STAGE FOUR: SERVICE CONTRACTS 

DEFINING THE INVCONTPART CONSTANT 

This constant determines which part appears in invoices opened automatically for service 

contracts. 

1. Enter the Financial Constants form and move to the InvContPart constant. 

2. Do one of the following: 

 Leave the pre-set value of 0 to use the standard “Contract Paymnt” part.  

 Change the value to 1 to use the part number in the first line item of the 

service contract. 

 Change the constant to 2 to use the part number defined for the service 

terms assigned to the contract. 

DEFINING THE DEFAULT PAYMENT FREQUENCY FOR SERVICE CONTRACTS 

 Enter the Payment Frequency Options form and flag the Default Option column for 

the desired option. 

Result: The system will automatically calculate service contract payments according to 

the defined option. 

DEFINING THE PAYMENT DATE OPTION 

1. Enter the Logistic Constants form and move to the CContPayPrd constant. 

2. Change the value to 0. 

Note: You can change the option for each specific contract in the Service Contracts form, 

by flagging the Set Pay Date column. 

DEFINING SET TEXT FOR SERVICE CONTRACTS 

 Enter the Set Text for Service Contracts form and record the desired text in the Set 

Text for Service Contracts sub-level form. 

STAGE FIVE: DEFINING TECHNICIANS 

DEFINING AN EMPLOYEE AS A TECHNICIAN 

1. Enter the Personnel File form and retrieve the desired employee. 

2. Click the Definitions tab and flag the Service Provider column. 

3. Enter the Company-Specific Information sub-level form and specify the relevant Skill. 
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Note: You can define additional skills in the Skills form. 

4. If necessary, fill in the following details: 

 The type of work hour in the Work Hr. Part column 

 The default warehouse for replacement parts used by this employee in the 

Warehouse column. 

DEFINING TECHNICIAN GROUPS 

1. Enter the Groups form and record a Group Name and Description of Group. 

2. Enter the Users in Group sub-level form and list the technicians in the group. 

 

DEFINING SERVICE ZONES 

1. Enter the Groups form and record a Group Name and Description of Group. 

2. Enter the Users in Group sub-level form and list the technicians in the group. 

DEFINING SERVICE ZONES 

1. Enter the Shipping Zones form. For each zone, record a Zone Code and Zone 

Description. 

2. Enter the Customers form and assign a Shipping Zone to each customer (in the 

Shipments tab). 

Result: The system will use this information to schedule service calls. 

ASSIGNING TECHNICIANS TO SERVICE CALLS PER PART FAMILY 

1. Enter the Personnel File form and retrieve the desired employee. 

2. Enter the Company-Specific Information sub-level form. 

3. To restrict the technician to the repair of parts in specific part families, flag the Service 

for Fams Only column. 

4. Enter the Families Serviced by Technician sub-level and specify the part families for 

which the technician is responsible. 

ASSIGNING TECHNICIANS TO SERVICE CALLS PER CUSTOMER 

 
1. Enter the Customers form and retrieve the desired customer  

2. Enter the Additional Customer Data sub-level form. 

3. Select the technician in the Technician in Charge column.  
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ASSIGNING TECHNICIANS TO SERVICE CALLS PER ZONE 

Enter the Shipping Zones form. For each zone, specify the Technician in Charge. 

STAGE SIX: SERVICE CALL DEFINITIONS 

DEFINING SERVICE CALL TYPES 

Enter the Types of Service Calls form and record a description for each Call Type. 

DEFINING MALFUNCTION TYPES 

1. Enter the Malfunction Codes form. For each malfunction type, record a Malfunction 

Code and Malf.Description. 

2. Enter the Families With This Malfunct Type sub-level form and specify the part families 

for which the type is relevant. 

DEFINING PROBLEM TYPES 

A problem differs from a malfunction in that a malfunction is defined by a technician and a 

problem is defined by the customer. 

 Enter the Problem Codes form. Record a Code for each problem type, and describe 

it in the Problem column. 

DEFINING RESOLUTION TYPES 

Enter the Resolution Codes form. Record a Resolution Code for each resolution type, and 

describe it in the Resolution column. 

ASSIST TIME VS. REPAIR TIME 

By default, service calls that require less than an hour are called “assists” whereas 

longer calls are called “repairs”. This cut-off time determines whether a service call 

will appear in the Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) report or in the Mean Time to Assist  

(MTTA) report.  

TO CHANGE THE CUT-OFF TIME BETWEEN ASSISTS AND REPAIRS 

 Enter the Logistic Constants form and change the value of the CAssistTime constant. 


